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this wikihow teaches you how to uninstall deep freeze from a windows or mac computer. in order to uninstall deep freeze, you'll first have to disable deep freeze by entering your password and setting it to thaw on boot. if you no longer remember your deep freeze password, you'll have to back
up your computer's files and then erase the hard drive to get rid of deep freeze. when the file required to uninstall deep freeze enterprise 7.21.220.3447 is corrupted or missing, it will not be able to uninstall the program. in such circumstance, reinstalling deep freeze enterprise 7.3447 may do
the trick. i have an old pc with a locked drive, i know that i can copy over the os disk, i can boot from the os disk and restore the pc but i need to do this on an old pc without a monitor or keyboard so the problem is that i don't have a copy of the os disk, and i don't have a dvd recorder that i can
use to copy the disk to a portable hard drive. does deep freeze allow me to do something like that? how do i solve this problem? the mac system maintenance tool offers a clean option. this option will completely remove all the traces of deep freeze enterprise from your computer. if you prefer to
keep all of your applications, then it's better to use the advanced option to clean the disk drives. when it is time to upgrade the frozen operating system, you simply re-run the installer. when you do so, you will see a message that deepfreeze is running. when that is done, you can unhook your
frozen computer. and i think the mistake we did why we have this problem in the first place is that we had the thawed setting for 1 reboot and did not anticipate that windows update will do a reboot after its configuration when it rebooted after the update. this entails 2 reboots instead of 1
which we set in deep freeze. i imagine this is as common error among deep freeze users so there must be a solution out there..
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the normal way to uninstall deepfreeze is to re-run the installation program. if you can't do this, you can still boot from a different location like a cd or dvd and re-install your operating system. most frozen computers will also disable booting from anywhere but the frozen hard disk in the bios,
and then lock the bios to prevent changes. this means you may also need to hard-reset your bios. when it is time to upgrade the frozen operating system, you simply re-run the installer. when you do so, you will see a message that deepfreeze is running. when that is done, you can unhook your
frozen computer. you can use it to restore the system if you mistakenly remove deep freeze. to use system restore to restore your system, make sure that you have backed up your data files and make sure that deep freeze is not running on your computer. then press the windows key on your

keyboard to open the start menu and select system restore. a system restore window will appear. first of all, you should know that you must be connected to the internet to install anti deep freeze, but you don't need an internet connection once you install it. it is not like installing a new
operating system. the first time you run it you will need to be connected to the internet. next, you will need to find the hard drive and partition you want to deep freeze. (you can see the hard drive you are on by pressing the f8 key when starting windows, or you can have the disk management

utility find it for you.) note that the partitions are no longer marked "active". once you find the partition, click on it and you will see the partitions listed. click the arrow next to the partition you want to deep freeze. 5ec8ef588b
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